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Allen: The Historians Corner

the historians corner
edited by james B alien
ailen
allen

the first item in this

issue of

the historians corner

provides
some fascinating insight not only into the relationship between utah
and the nation in 1850 but also into the tensions involved in certain
national debates as viewed by a mormon in congress in this interesting
letter john M bernhisel gave some of his observations on
te
the debates leading to the famous compromise of 1850
1830 the outcormons
Mor mons for it would
come of these debates was all important to the mormons
determine their political relationship to the united states utah was
part of the territory acquired in the war with mexico and one of the
issues in the debates of 1850 was what to do politically with that termormons were attempting to achieve statehood as the
ritory the cormons
state of
deseret and john M bernhisel was their representative in
ofdeseret
congress working toward this goal in the end congress admitted
california as a free state while the rest of the mexican cession was
mormons thus
organized as new mexico and utah territories the cormons
lost their bid for self government and did not achieve statehood for
by james F
utah until 1896 bernhisels 1850 letter has been edited byjames
cartwright assistant archivist weber state college
the second document provides an interesting and important sequel to the story of this early quest for statehood among other
woodruffe manifesto of 1890 announcthings it took wilford woodruffs
ing the church s abandonment of the practice of polygamy to pave
the way for the admission of utah to the union in 1896 in a personal
reminiscence brigham H roberts expresses his immediate reaction
to that momentous announcement as well as the reaction of a few
other general authorities the way his initial disappointment is
finally turned to full acceptance and support of the manifesto is a
very significant commentary on the problems and feelings of his day
the B H roberts letter has been edited by ronald W walker
senior research historian with the joseph fielding smith institute of
church history it is particularly appropriate that dr walkers piece
be included in this issue ofbyustudies
of BYU studies for beginning with the next
issue dr walker will become the editor of the historians

corner
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after a decade of working with the historians corner

1I

wish

ofbyustudies
byustudies
to express great appreciation to the editors of
BYU Studies and the officers of the mormon history association for the fine support they
have given me 1I am also most grateful to the many people who have
submitted items for the historians corner and wish to express my
deep appreciation for the efforts of everyone who has been so helpful
I1 am confident that under the fine direction of ronald walker the
historians corner will become even better
james
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